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Abstract: The Twisted Magazine collection contains three issues, comprising a complete run, of the Seattle-published early punk fanzine that covered major punk acts along with future local legends in the emerging punk scene of the Pacific Northwest. Twisted--also titled “Twisted Magazine,” with the first issue subtitled “Another Rock ‘N Roll Magazine”--published interviews and band profiles written by V. Vale, John Doe, Ajax, and others. The magazine also covered reviews of live performances and recordings by local and national artists, including Blondie, The Cramps, Sex Pistols Television, The Lewd, Iggy Pop, The Damned, Screamers, Black Randy, S’nots, and many others. Twisted was possibly the first west coast publication to cover The Ramones. The three issues of Twisted, ranging from July 1977 to March 1978, feature a mix of promotional and candid band photos contributed by Kathy Hammond, Dag Rex, and K. Leo.
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Conditions Governing Access
Advance notice required for access.

Conditions Governing Use
All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Manuscripts Librarian. Permission for publication is given on behalf of Special Collections as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained.
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